
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a director, learning. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for director, learning

In partnership with the Talent Management team, creates and delivers
leadership training and leadership development training programs and
content
In partnership with the Talent Management team, creates training and
development programs to grow internal candidates in the career field
including rotation programs, Works with HRIS analyst to ensure suitable
learning technology is in place that meets the needs of the HR team and
business and that system is deployed effectively
Accountable for centralized governance and coordinating a strategy for
functional & technical and mandatory training across the enterprise for all
team members, partnering with operational training teams in multiple
Business Units
Provide leadership, direction, coaching and support to the Learning teams
who are accountable for the planning, operations and consulting with internal
clients on our learning programs and additional customized solutions
Develop and execute an outcome driven Learning Capability Plan to
integrate, embed/sustain core infield team capabilities inclusive of
Fosbury/Challenger, CLM, CRM and any new identified capabilities
Inspire and lead direct reports to set and achieve impactful and measurable
learning capability and business outcomes
Working closely with Global Brand Teams , Global Learning Function and
Core Affiliate Learning Directors/Managers to ensure training at a high
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Working closely with Area and Core Affiliates to ensure Affiliates have
Affiliate Implementation Plans and that the Affiliate have the required content
and resources to execute
Follow through and Measure /Evaluate at Affiliate level is critical
Develops strategic alliances with vendors and partners

Qualifications for director, learning

Experience in real estate or financial services industries a plus
Ability to design and facilitate training programs
Master's Degree in human resources management, organizational
development or related field
Experience with a unionized workforce and Just Culture
PhD or EdD in Psychology (School, Educational, Clinical, ), Special Education,
Learning Disabilities, Measurement, or related field
Certification in OD/Leadership interventions, such as Myers-Briggs, DDI,
Franklin Covey, preferred


